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Annex for Alliance Nationale de Recherche pour l’Environnment
(AllEnvi)

Duration of time: [it’s usually 3-4 years, however, some
institutions have a different length]

Country/(ies) supported NA

Description/qualifications of eligible
participants

Research Consortia who have been
successfully awarded in June 2024 will be
able to participate in a mid-term and a
closing conference dedicated to the topic,
starting in 2025.

Stipulations for the maximum number of
researchers in the consortium

Research Consortia who have been
successfully awarded in June 2024 are all
invited to attend these conferences.

Type of contribution + amount of
contribution (K€)

in-kind

Starting in 2025, AllEnvi (through CNRS and
other willing AllEnvi members) will
organize a mid-term conference and a
closing conference that are likely to be
held in person in France.

Examples of conference themes will be
centered around latest developments for
early career scientists and around climate
and ecology of health.

Conferences will be separate from
midterm meetings that is organized at SRI.
These conferences are more data-centric
and provide opportunities for intra-CRA
collaboration, skill-building, and ideas
exchange.

Experts from France and other BF partners
will be invited.

Details will be provided for only the
funded projects in summer of 2024.

Maximum amount that can be requested NA
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per project or by researcher (K€)
Restrictions for use of funds NA

Specific themes within the call NA

Where to submit proposal www.bfgo.org [and list out instructions if
you have a parallel requirement for your
submission]

[Additional information] This in-kind offer from AllEnvi will only be
applicable to successful applicants. More
details will be released to the funded
proposal members after June 2024.

GPC point of contact Stéphane Blanc
Stephane.BLANC@cnrs-dir.fr
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